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Beschreibung

Secret Wars II #1. Issue(s): Secret Wars II #1. Cover Date: Jul 85. Title: "Earthfall!" Credits:
Jim Shooter - Writer Al Milgrom - Penciler Stephen Leialoha - Inker Bob Budiansky - Editor.
Review/plot: I spent a little time at the beginning of my review of the first Secret Wars
defending it from modern critics. Not only was the first.

Aug 31, 2015 . It is my goal, to exhaustively explore Secret Wars II, and to show you the
quality story that lay beneath the surface. It's one of the most maligned events in comic book
history, and undeniably gave birth to the template of bloated excess and diminishing returns
that would plague many of the events that would.
Jun 3, 2011 . Apparently someone on Twitter or wherever suggested that I cover Secret Wars
II. Whoever that was, I just want you to know: I read every single stupid tie-in to this stupid
thing and I kind of really hate you. Last week, I reviewed Astonishing Spider-Man and
Wolverine and remarked how it was interesting to.
Jan 27, 2015 . Galactus, who is himself one of Marvel's most powerful entities, was one of the
villains summoned by the Beyonder; when he arrived, Galactus tried to attack his kidnapper,
and was smacked down instantly. In Secret Wars II, the Beyonder actually killed Death, until
the Molecule Man asked him to bring it.
Watch online and download Secret Wars II comic in high quality. Various formats from 240p
to 720p HD (or even 1080p). HTML5 available for mobile devices.
May 6, 2017 . (Re-)Reading Uncanny X-Men: The Trial of Magneto and Secret Wars II. Yes
I'm back for another thrilling installment of me talking about what I'm reading! I've been
reading the entirety of Uncanny X-Men, stretching all the way back to 1963 and working my
way up to the present (or thereabouts). Right now.
Oct 6, 2017 . The New Mutants #30 - The Singer & Her Song · Captain America #308 - The
Body In Question · Secret Wars II #2 - I'll Take Manhattan · Web of Spider-Man #6 - Gold
Rush · Secret Wars II #3 - This World is Mine · The Amazing Spider-Man #268 - This Gold is
Mine · Fantastic Four #282 - Inwards to Infinity!
Dec 24, 2012 . Secret Wars II #1 (July 1985) Capitalizing on all of this, Marvel followed Secret
Wars almost immediately with a nine-issue sequel mini-series, Secret Wars II (July 1985 – Mar
1986). Also written by Shooter, now with art by Al Milgrom and Steve Leialoha, the story
focused on the Beyonder coming to Earth.
Secret Wars II #1 - Earthfall by Jim Shooter, issue 1. The Uncanny X-Men #196 - What Was
That? by Chris Claremont · The Uncanny X-Men #202 - X-Men. I've Gone to Kill -- The
Beyond. by Chris Claremont · The Uncanny X-Men #203 - Crossroads by Chris Claremont ·
Secret Wars II #2 - "I'll Take Manhattan." by Jim.
This series is a sequel to original series Secret Wars. The entity that instigated the first.
Find the complete Secret Wars II book series by Jim Shooter. Great deals on one book or all
books in the series. Free US shipping on orders over $10.
Oct 10, 2014 . Marvel has actually gone back to the Secret Wars well before. A sequel series,
Secret Wars II, ran a year after the original—no one really talks about it. More notable is Brian
Michael Bendis and Gabriele Dell'Otto's 2004 miniseries Secret War, which was far more
successful in that it began Marvel's modern.
Aug 13, 2015 . Marvel has also released Chip Zdarsky's cover for Secret Wars Too, in which
God Emperor Doom is rocking a Beyonder-style fro from Secret Wars II (the '80s version). It's
basically a high school yearbook page, with some amusing notes about Professor X, She-Hulk,
Beast, and Reed Richards. Secret War.
Jun 27, 2017 . Secret Wars II #9, Alpha Flight #33, Dazzler #42, New Mutants #38, The Vision
and the Scarlet Witch #6, and X-Factor #2, from March and April 1986. Titles include “God in
Man, Man in God!”, “A Friend in Need”, “Curtain!”, “Aftermath!”, “No Strings Attached!”,
and “Bless the Beasts and Children”. Featured.
Last time Earth's heroes encountered the Beyonder, they fought for their lives. This time, they
fight for all existence! A year after kidnapping the most powerful beings on Earth and pitting
them against one another in a "Secret War" on a distant world, the omnipotent Beyonder

comes to Earth to continue his study of humanity.
Guerre Segrete II seconda parte! Nuovi incontri tra l'Arcano e gli eroi, compresi Power Pack e
i Nuovi Difensori, protagonisti di due racconti finora inediti in Italia! Qui trovate altri tie-in di
Power Man & Iron Fist, Spider-Man, Avengers e X-Men! Inolt.
May 15, 2017 . Secret Wars II revealed that Molecule Man had part of the Beyonder's power
and was almost a match for him, so yeah, at this point he's much more powerful than
Galactus. Also his name is a misnomer, as he can control much more than just molecules.\.
Your Doom costume needs work. just saying.
Apr 4, 2015 . Cloak & Dagger #4. Let's talk turkey: no one likes Cloak & Dagger. I hear you
sputtering and frothing, your monocle plopping off and tumbling into your bowl of French
onion soup as you stare in disbelief at the words on your computer screen. No one likes Cloak
& Dagger, you say? Why I never! Before you.
Apr 4, 2015 . When last we left off, Secret Wars was a massive success, which meant, of
course, one thing: Secret Wars II. Unlike the Gold, Silver, and Bronze Ages, however, the
Dark Age of Comics is nebulous at best — some people state that it started after the
publication of Watchmen and Dark Knight Returns, when.
Last time Earth's heroes encountered the Beyonder, they fought for their lives. This time, they
fight for all existence! A year after kidnapping the most powerful beings on Earth and pitting
them against one another in a "Secret War" on a distant world, the omnipotent Beyonder
comes to Earth to continue his study of humanity.
Nov 24, 2012 . [How did we get to Secret Wars II #5-6?] [How did the Avengers get to Secret
Wars II?] [How did Cloak & Dagger, Dazzler and Doctor Strange get to Secret Wars II?] [How
did the Fantastic Four & the Thing get to Secret Wars II?] [How did the Micronauts, Heroes
for Hire, Power Pack, Thor and Rom get to.
Find great deals on eBay for secret wars ii and secret wars ii 65. Shop with confidence.
Nov 23, 2017 . Today I unwrap one of Marvel's largest early omnibuses – Secret Wars II! The
first ever sequel event was also Marvel's first event with line-wide tie-ins, including SpiderMan teaching the Beyonder how to… well, you'll see. Before I dig in Secret Wars, I share a
story about my lifelong obsession with strong.
Jan 8, 2015 . The third issue of Secret Wars II is when Shooter really amps up the weirdness,
as the Beyonder gets a taste of the seedier side of life on Earth, as his ability to create gold
makes him fast friends with a local pimp named Vinnie, who dresses him up in the finest
gaudy 80's fashions, nicknames him “Frank”,.
Secret Wars II Lyrics: What if I had the power to gather all of my favorite MCs / With the illest
comic book characters and make them arch enemies? / Inconcievable? Unbelievable? Yet as
wild as it seems.
May 10, 2015 . In which nothing comes between Sam Guthrie and his classic sci-fi allusions;
Sunspot tries; the Beyonder is really scary; you can have Danielle Moonstar's agency when you
pry it from her cold, dead hands; Empath remains the worst kid; Tom Corsi and Sharon
Friedlander just cannot catch a break; Emma.
Part 1 of 9. "Earthfall!" Story by Jim Shooter. Art by Al Milgrom and Steve Leialoha. Months
ago a nigh omnipotent being from beyond kidnaped the Earth's greatest heroes and most
dangerous villains and whisked them away to the far side of the universe to fight for the
ultimate prize. Now, the being simply known as the.
Traveling across the infinite void of space, something has come to Earth. He crash lands
outside.
Market values for Secret Wars II, the comic series that began around 1985.
May 6, 2015 . Secret Wars II art by Al Milgrom. “I think it's safe to say that [The Beyonders]

are unknowable, seemingly omnipotent beings from outside the confines of the normal
universe,” Brevoort says. “They also resemble things out of Cthulhu mythology: Big, scary,
dark ancient creatures who have been there since.
Emma is among the forces gathered by Mephisto to attack the Beyonder. Cameo appearance.
One panel.
Dec 16, 2008 . An examination of Marvel's first Secret Wars and the issues that served as
unmarked (and a couple marked) crossovers.
Apr 21, 2016 . *Marvel: Way back in 1984 (well, it seems like only yesterday to me but I
expect for many of you it's over 30 years ago), Jim Shooter (then Editor-In-Chief at Marvel)
came up with the idea of getting all the Marvel heroes and villains together on an alien world
and having them slug it out. The concept was so.
SECRET WARS. Jim Shooter has been editor in chief for several years. Marvel's readers are
constantly asking for a story involving all the heroes and all the . There was still a limited
series titled Secret Wars II that spanned 9 issues, but this time, they used the tree- branch
effect and had the Secret Wars story run into all of.
The top contenders were Age of Ultron (2008) and Secret Wars II (1985) so decide I read the
first issue of each. AoU being a modern comic breezed through very quickly and may be a
good reading assignment for another time, but Secret Wars II made me explicitly feel
intellectual agony reading. And this.
Mar 5, 2011 . Through the 70's and into the 80's, I was a Marvel fan. I came to Marvel late in
my childhood, having been more a DC kid when I was younger. Maybe that explains why I
ended up abandoning Marvel long before I gave up on DC. The other reason is that Marvel
put out shit like Secret Wars II. As should be.
Find great deals for Secret Wars II #2 (Aug 1985, Marvel). Shop with confidence on eBay!
Jan 2, 2015 . But the guy clearly hadn't had his fun and, in Secret Wars II, the Beyonder comes
to Earth to cause even more problems for Marvel's miserable mutants. Here's the background
reading guide to the X-Men tie-ins to the crossover (including the New Mutants issues), as
well as the complete X-Men chronology.
Senda serie dedicata alle Guerre Segrete che vede l'Arcano contro i supereroi marvel.
. II (1985) #2. Published: August 10, 1985. Added to Marvel Unlimited: April 02, 2009. Writer:
Jim Shooter Penciler: Al Milgrom. Digital Issue Read online or on your iPhone, iPad or
Android Device ? Marvel Unlimited ? Only Available to members. Get unlimited access to this
issue and over 20,000 others! Read Sample.
Oct 28, 2008 . Marvel Comics has announced that in February they will release a new
hardcover - Secret Wars II Omnibus. Don't buy it. It's a terrible story.
Marvel Comics countered DC's major cross-over event with one of its own: Secret Wars II.
Fandom couldn't have reacted to the two competing story arcs more differently. While Crisis
on Infinite Earths garnered numerous awards and positive fan press reviews, Secret Wars II
didn't. The first Secret Wars series was a runaway.
May 7, 2015 . Secret Wars II #1 - 9 (1985-1986) FREE Download. Get FREE DC and Marvel
Comic Download only on GetComics.
Secret Wars II Comic books for sale online. 812000 DC Marvel & other comic books for sale.
New customers save up to 25%, use code: New4.
May 21, 2009 . Secret Wars II Omnibus details. Wanted to clarify the extra content of this
massive omnibus (which runs just short of 1200 pages!): A 2 page illustrated introduction by
main series artist, Al Milgrom; 24 pages of Sal Buscema's unpublished pencils for Secret Wars
II #1; 25 pages of Al Milgrom's uninked pencils.
Jun 12, 2017 . Secret Wars (1984) is one of Marvel's first and most beloved events. For an

book designed to sell toys, it has a surprisingly great story. If you're just interested in Secret
Wars (2015), it's not at all necessary though. There similarities between the two, but they are
very loosely connected. Secret Wars II (1985).
El primer tomo de los dos en que se recopila la trama completa del mítico crossover de los
años ochenta, junto a todas sus secuelas. La última vez que los héroes se encontraron con El
Todopoderoso, luchaban por sus vidas. ¡Ahora lo harán para salvaguardar el Universo! Un
año después de que los más poderosos.
Il volume raccoglie Secret Wars II 1-6, Thor (vol. 1) 363, New Mutants (vol. 1) 30, Amazing
Spider-Man (vol. 1) 268, Captain America (vol. 1) 308, Uncanny X-Men (vol. 1) 196, Web of
Spider-Man (vol. 1) 6, Daredevil (vol. 1) 223, Avengers (vol. 1) 260/261, Dazzler 40, The
Thing (vol. 1) 30, Dr. Strange (vol. 2) 74, Cloak and.
Secret Wars II is a nine-issue comic book Limited Series and crossover published between
1985 to 1986 by Marvel Comics. It was written by Marvel's then …
My husband and I collect comics, so we are always out and about finding them. It is time to
clean out the comics we don't collect and don't want to collect.
Welcome to the Secret Wars II Reading Order. This reading order contains all the necessary
comic book issues to enjoy the Secret Wars II event.
Secret Wars II has 455 ratings and 20 reviews. Aaron said: The all-powerful Beyonder from
Secret Wars gets curious about the meaning of life. He creates .
Jan 21, 2015 . Secret Wars II again focused on The Beyonder, except this time the all-powerful
being visited Earth in an attempt to understand humanity. The core Secret Wars II comic
focused on the main conflict between the Beyonder and Earth's defenders, while the dozens of
tie-in issues explored different encounters.
Aug 11, 2016 . In 1985, eternal comic-book rivals Marvel and DC each launched massive
stories that pulled together virtually all of their superhero titles. Marvel's was called Secret
Wars II — a sequel to a similar endeavor from the year before — and it roped a bunch of
existing series into one big narrative about an.
Dec 28, 2011 . The Paperback of the Secret Wars II by Jim Shooter, Al Milgrom | at Barnes &
Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more!
Sep 19, 2017 . Buy SECRET WARS II #1-9 COMPLETE Online with the best price at
rainbowcomicsandcards.com.
Dec 28, 2011 . Last time Earth's heroes encountered the Beyonder, they fought for their lives.
This time, they fight for all existence! A year after kidnapping the most powerful beings on
Earth and pitting them against one another in a "Secret War" on a distant world, the
omnipotent Beyonder comes to Earth to continue his.
May 21, 2017 . Jim Shooter is a true legend in the comic book industry. He is the former
Editor-in-Chief for Marvel Comics and Valiant Comics. His writing credits include Secret
Wars, Secret Wars II just to name a couple. Mike Zeck is a legendary comic book artist, best
known for his work on Marvel Super Heroes Secret.
An Archive of Our Own, a project of the Organization for Transformative Works.
The entity that instigated the first Secret Wars, the Beyonder, visits Earth in search of
enlightenment and inevitably comes into conflict with Earth's superhumans and the cosmic
entities that exist in the Marvel Universe. At first the Beyonder tries to figure out the meaning
of the simple everyday tasks humans do, such as:.
Jun 20, 2013 . X-amining Secret Wars II #5. "Despair!" November 1985. In a Nutshell The
first appearance of Boom-Boom. Scripter: Jim Shooter Penciler: Al Milgrom Inkers: Leialoha
& Rubinstein Letterer: Rosen & Parker Colorist: M. Hands Editor: Bob Budiansky Plot After
casually destroying a train, the Beyonder is.

Spider-Man and his team plan to infiltrate the Red Skull's base, along with a group of freedom
fighter from the destroyed planet.
Dec 1, 2012 . The Beyonder's attempt to understand humanity has driven him a bit mental as
the second Secret War comes to an end. Get the full story: [part 1] [part 2] [part 3] [part 4]
[part 5] [part 6] [part 7] Recommended Reading: [How did we get to Secret Wars II #8-9?]
[How did the Avengers get to Secret Wars II?]
Jul 25, 2005 . Secret Wars II #1. Looking back at this series, it really is amazing how much it
reads like Jim Shooter's personal opus about the 1980s. I know that sounds silly, to formulate
a big companywide crossover and have the main series behind the crossover be the personal
feelings of the writer of the series about.
Story continued from Iron Man#197. Following his initial interaction with humanity in LA
and.
18. okt 2017 . Secret Wars II Omnibus, Marvel Comics, Tegneserie, Secret Wars 2 omnibus.
Flot stand. Kæmpe tyk tegneserie.
9 Jul 2014 . Lo prometido es deuda y aquí estamos de nuevo para continuar con las Secret
Wars II, justo donde lo dejamos. Imbuidos por el espíritu del Todopoderoso, seguimos
acometiendo la revisión de la obra principal, a partir del número ocho, a cargo de Jim Shooter
y Al Milgrom, y sus cruces con las series.
Jan 4, 2016 - 11 min - Uploaded by Comic Book Corner Old SchoolThe Year Is 1985 and
Marvel Promises to release it's biggest crossover event Yet . This Title .
CON SECRET WARS II 1-7. NEW MUTANTS 30 Y 36, CAPTAIN AMERICA 308,
UNCANNY X-MEN 196 Y 202, IRON MAN 197, WEB OF SPIDER-MAN 6, AMAZING
SPIDER-MAN 268 Y 273, DAREDEVIL 223, THE INCREDIBLE HULK 312, AVENGERS
260, 261, DAZZLER 40, THE THING 30, DOCTOR STRANGE.
Mar 9, 2016 . Welcome to Journey Into Misery, where I explain complicated comics
characters, continuity and concepts to the patient and perpetually perplexed Helena Hart. We're
not sure which is more taxing, Spider-Man having to explain pooing to The Beyonder, or
Kieran explaining Spider-Man explaining pooing to.
Jul 26, 2015 . It's hard to believe that the Secret War II crossover event began thirty years ago
this month---in July 1985. This was the first big crossover event in Marvel history, with parts
of the story spreading out over nearly all of Marvel's titles. Some critics don't review the story
very positively, but as a child of the…
Captain America covers from comic books related to Marvel Comics' Captain America.
A list of all issues involved in Secret Wars II, listed by the order this arc should be read in.
The arcs include both primary issues, crossovers, preludes, and epilogues.
Secret Wars II. 186 Reasons Chris Claremont is Awesome #6: A Crisis in Confidence. Trying
to follow in the footsteps of a talented predecessor is never easy. Following two talented
predecessors? That can be nerve-racking for someone not completely sure of their place in the
role. Just ask Nightcrawler who became leader.
Secret Wars II #1, The New Mutants #30, Captain América vol.1 #308, Uncanny X-Men #196,
Iron Man #197. Segundo Mes. Secret Wars II #2, Fantastic Four vol.1 #282, Web of SpiderMan #6, The Amazing Spider-Man vol.1 #268. Tercer Mes. Secret Wars II #3, Daredevil vol.1
#223, The Incredible Hulk #312
El primer tomo de los dos en que se recopila la trama completa del mítico crossover de los
años ochenta, junto a todas sus secuelas. La última vez que los héroes se encontraron con El
Todopoderoso, luchaban por sus vidas. ¡Ahora lo harán para salvaguard.
Jun 16, 2016 . Celestials. [from Secret Wars II (1985) #5]. Filed under Great Powers of the

Universe Beyonder Celestials X-Men X-Force New Mutants Boom-Boom Tabitha Smith
Boomer Meltdown Secret Wars II Marvel Cosmic · samuelpino reblogged this from panels-ofinterest · strydex liked this. jonnyjonman liked this.
Find product information, ratings and reviews for Secret Wars II (Paperback) (Jim Shooter)
online on Target.com.
Secret Wars II #3. Issue Date: August 1985. Story Title: This World is Mine. Staff: Jim
Shooter (writer), Al Milgrom (penciler), Steve Leialoha & Joe Rubinstein (inkers), M. Hands
(colorist), Parker & Rosen (letterers), Bob Budiansky (editor). Brief Description: The tired
Beyonder meets and inadvertently scares the prostitute.
Jul 29, 2010 . Marvel Super Heroes Secret Wars II Featuring: Zoids (UK). 1. Introduction In
the mid-1980s, Secret Wars was surely the comicbook series that Marvel UK were born to
reprint. In fact, there were two such series awaiting republication for a British audience Marvel Super Heroes Secret Wars, and the casually.
May 7, 2015 . Collects Secret Wars II #1-9. Last time Earth's heroes encountered the Beyonder,
they fought for their lives. This time, they fight for all existence! A year after kidnapping the
most powerful beings on Earth and pitting them against one another in a Secret War on a
distant world, the omnipotent Beyonder.
Apr 18, 2012 . 1986: SECRET WARS II UK - PART TWO. This is the second (and final) part
of Slow Robot's SECRET WARS II UK cover gallery. OCO = Official Crossover as defined
by house-ads and cover splash. ISSUE 51. 21 June 1986. Reprints US DAREDEVIL 223
(October 1985) [OCO]. ISSUE 52. 28 June 1986.
Apr 4, 2011 . In Fantastic Four (1961) #319 they suggested that The Beyonder had survived
Secret Wars II and was living as the god of his own universe. At the end of the story(which
was titled Secret Wars 3) it's revealed that The Beyonder and The Molecule Man were two unevolved parts of a cosmic cube. So they.
Secret Wars II #1 (Marvel Comics) - Sercet Wars II Pt.1 "Earthfall!" Continued in New
Mutants Vol.1 #30.
Mar 5, 2015 . Marvel is releasing one of their biggest events in May of 2015, All-New Secret
Wars. In an attempt to get ready for this cataclysmic event, I read Secret Wars One and Two.
Although my review of Secret Wars One (that can be read here) was not a glowing review,
and I had my doubts about the quality of the.
Nov 17, 2017 . We're not sure which is more taxing, Spider-Man having to explain pooing to
The Beyonder, or Kieran explaining Spider-Man explaining pooing to The Beyonder to
Helena. Either way, its Secret Wars II! J. – Listen to Episode 66: Secret Wars II by Journey
Into Misery instantly on your tablet, phone or.
Secret Wars II is a nine-issue comic book limited series and crossover published from 1985 to
1986 by Marvel Comics. The series was written by Marvel's then Editor-in-chief Jim Shooter
and primarily pencilled by Al Milgrom. The series was a sequel to original series Secret Wars,
published in 1984 and 1985. The series.
while being specific to particular heroes if necessary. This allows the Game Judge to run the
players of his campaign through. Secret Wars II with characters they are most familiar with.
The main groups and heroes involved in Secret Wars II are detailed in the Roster Book as
well, so players may use the X-Men or West Coast.
Spider-Man potty trains The Beyonder (Secret Wars II, 1985). posted by Dan. Rate this: »».
Follow Blog via Email. Enter your email address to follow this blog and receive notifications
of new posts by email. Join 1,033 other followers. Most Popular Posts. DC vs. Marvel:
Wonder Woman vs. Storm (Wonder Woman wields.
Jan 8, 2013 - 18 min - Uploaded by Star Wars LiveExcerpt of Marvel Comics the Untold Story

relating the story of Marvel Super Heroes Secret Wars .
Watch the video, get the download or listen to The Last Emperor – Secret Wars II for free.
Secret Wars II appears on the album Palace of the Pretender. Discover more music, gig and
concert tickets, videos, lyrics, free downloads and MP3s, and photos with the largest catalogue
online at Last.fm.
Oct 23, 2014 . After talking up the original Secret Wars on Monday, you knew I kind of had to
look at the sequel, right? The awful, awful sequel? Looking at it again, it's pretty bad, though I
don't dislike the ending. I'll talk about it at the end of this post. For now, all you need to know
is that Al Milgrom isn't as well suited as.
May 7, 2015 . The rot of comic book crossovers began with Marvel's Secret Wars II, but
perhaps the disappointing sequel is unfairly maligned?
Jun 2, 2013 . I covered Secret Wars 2 many years ago in this very same blog and walked away
from that one dissatisfied; I actually enjoy most of the comics which I review on this site
(Solson excluded, across the board, hanging's too good for'em), if not for raw enthusiastic
incompetence then at least for an ambition.
Buy Secret Wars II 01 by Jim Shooter, Al Milgrom (ISBN: 8601400834961) from Amazon's
Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.
Aug 19, 2014 . It was integrated, sometimes clumsily, sometimes haphazardly. Some comics
mentioned it more than others. Spider-Man did because Spidey came away with his cool,
black symbiotic costume. Others barely mention it at all. It was much better integrated with
Secret Wars II. Considering the character lineup,.
Contiene Secret Wars II 1-7. New Mutants 30 y 36, Captain America 308, Uncanny X-Men 196
y 202, Iron Man 197, Web Of Spider-Man 6, Amazing Spider-Man 268 y 273, Daredevil 223,
The Incredible Hulk 312, Avengers 260, 261, Dazzler 40, The Thing 30, Doctor Strange 74,
Fantastic Four 285, Cloak And Dagger v2, 4,.
II) Secret Wars II (1985 to 1986). III) Secret Wars III (1988 to 1994). IV) Thanos and the
Cosmic Beyonder (2003 to 2006). Save 50% on graphic novels, statues &amp; more! V) New
Avengers: Illuminati Meet the Beyonder (2007). VI) Hickman's Avengers & New Avengers:
Build to Secret Wars (2012 to 2015). VII) Essential.
Back to title selection: Comics S: Secret Wars II Vol 1 Back to title selection: Comics S.
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